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SME Small and Medium Enterprise 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

To focus and drive the events that will support CROSS4HEALTH major events (Open Calls and 
Idea contests), it is necessary to (i) define the nature and typology of the events to be held, 
and (ii) to situate them in a timetable that is consequent with the ‘supporting action’ that the 
Consortium is looking for. 

Primarily, CROSS4HEALTH seeks to establish and ensure long-term, sustainable, cross-sectorial 
collaboration between the established healthcare sector (understood as Biotechnology, ICT for 
Health and Medical Devices) and sectors that are not historically involved with health 
developments: Aerospace and Energy. This is being done with the overall goal of promoting 
undiscovered/underutilized innovations through Aerospace and Energy technologies, which 
can and will be applicable to Medical Devices through collaboration with health-related 
sectors. 

To align the CROSS4HEALTH Consortium partners’ individual efforts to support this goal (and 
the major events that will facilitate it), it is necessary define (and synergise): 

 The rationale 
 The target audience for each typology of event 
 The key contents for each type of event 
 The location and agenda 
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1. THE RATIONALE 

CROSS4HEALTH aims to move beyond the state-of-the-art practice of regional clusters by 
unlocking the collaborative potential of the SMEs from Aerospace, Biotechnology, Energy, ICT 
and Medical Devices (ABEIM) sectors. The purpose is to generate innovative solutions, 
business models and workflows. These innovative solutions will enable patient-centred 
personalized care to better address societal challenges in health with this delivered through 
new emerging industry value chains bringing different sector combinations together to 
specifically meet end-user needs. 

To reach this goal, CROSS4HEALTH will establish a plug-in platform as an Open Innovation 
Space to set priorities, challenges and real-environment testing/demonstrating opportunities 
for the Medical Device sector. The final goal is to establish a portfolio of services, processes 
and products as well as foster contact between interested parties. 

To foster this contact and drive collaboration between ABEIM sectors through our Open 
Innovation Space, CROSS4HEALTH will develop two major events in the form of Open Calls. 
Through these events, CROSS4HEALTH will select 60 project ideas to further support 
monetarily and with innovation services. Therefore, it is necessary not only to disseminate the 
project, but to drive interest in participation and support interested parties by developing 
local/regional activities that will help them through the partner search, project building and 
preparation for the Open Calls. 

The local/regional events will support this by: 

 Offering information and solve doubts about the project goals and operation 
 Explaining the value proposition of the initiatives and the Open Innovation Space 
 Encouraging participation in the Open Calls 
 Assisting with the project preparation process: from matchmakings and synergy 

creation to preparation of innovative ideas for the CROSS4HEALTH challenges and 
opportunities. 

 Briefing about key areas of interest and about the conditions for participation. 
 

In short, it is essential to inform, motivate and train entities that show interest in this type of 
cross-sectorial collaboration and wish to participate in the Open Calls. 

ECICEs, Hackathons and Innovation Bootcamps have been thought to drive competition 
between the ideas/projects of interested parties. Therefore, these are the only local/regional 
events that recognise the quality of projects through prizes and awards. 
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Figure 1: Cross4Health events structure 

 

 

 

2. SATELLITE EVENTS  

The CROSS4HEALTH consortium will address the engagement of SMEs in our major events 
through the development of smaller local events during the lifetime of the project. These 
events seek to maximize participation and, therefore, the impact of CROSS4HEALTH by offering 
direct information, motivation and support to prospective participants. 

All consortium partners will organize a minimum of two of events (regional or national). The 
goal is to introduce CROSS4HEALTH at a local, regional, national level and/or to EU and EU 
associated countries. All events will have a practical orientation and, aside from offering 
information about the project, will: 

 Encourage idea creation and/or 
 Boost the search for suitable partners and/or 
 Support teams with expert advice on project, market and strategy building and/or 
 Proposal preparation and evaluation criteria 

This will be developed by: 

 Expert speakers from entities external to the consortium 
 Consortium members 
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2.1.  Key Contents 

Summarizing what we already stated in Section 1 above, the goal of the CROSS4HEALTH 
project and its consortium is to unlock and drive the collaborative potential of the SMEs from 
ABEIM sectors in generating innovative solutions, business models and workflows that 
enhance patient-centred care, mostly through Medical Device innovation. 
 
Our satellite events will work to (1) motivate the participation of our potential targets and (2) 
provide useful tools for our target audience. Supporting them in their intent to tackle our 
challenges for the different competitions. Although the particular ‘key messages’ of each event 
may vary, the main messages will be harmonized with the overall concept of the project (table 
1). 

CROSS4HEALTH Key Contents 
1 CROSS4HEALTH aims at unlocking the potential collaboration of ABEIM sectors to generate 

innovative crossover solutions for personalised healthcare. 
2 CROSS4HEALTH encourages and awards companies who offer brilliant and promising ideas 
3 CROSS4HEALTH strongly supports cross-sector and trans-national cooperation for delivering 

innovative solutions for Health 
4 CROSS4HEALTH strongly believes that there are innovative products with the Aerospace and 

Energy sectors that have undiscovered/underutilized applications for Health 
5 CROSS4HEALTH provides funding and acceleration lanes to those companies considered the most 

promising by independent experts 
6 CROSS4HEALTH partners concur in providing, together with monetary prizes, specialized services 

to assist companies while walking through the “valley of death” 
Table 2: Cross4Health key contents 

The toolkit the attendees will access to, on occasion of the satellite events, is not only a 
service, but can also be considered as an added value provided by consortium partners.   
 

2.2. Local Events Locations 

CROSS4HEALTH partners responsible for the organisation of the Satellite Events will work to 
set them within thematic regional/national and/or international fairs, aligned with the Medical 
Device development theme that drives our consortium (always taking into consideration the 
cross-sector approach that includes Aerospace and Energy as Medical Device development 
partners). 
 
This type of organisation will speed-up CROSS4HEALTH dissemination and recognition through 
local/regional (and international) medical innovation ecosystems: thus, driving dissemination 
and participation in our project. 
 
We will work thoroughly on engaging representatives of local authorities and local/regional 
press. This will both support our dissemination and the dissemination of our participants’ 
projects and main work, helping them drive interest and future collaboration, as well as 
complementary private funding. 
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2.3. Target audience  
 

Following the INNOSUP call, CROSS4HEALTH has been designed to be devoted mainly to 
impulse SMEs working in Medical Devices including Aerospace and Energy know-how (figure 
2). 
 

 

Figure 2: Cross4Health target sectors 

 
Therefore, CROSS4HEALTH goals are intended to drive innovation in this type of SMEs through 
collaboration with appropriate partners. 
 
The types of partners listed in Table 2 will be our main target audience and our overall goal is 
to work with them to inform, train, support matchmaking and drive brainstorming. 

 

Satellite events target audience 
1 Entrepreneurs 
2 Start-uppers 
3 Spin-offs 
4 University students 
5 Innovators 
6 Tech transfer officers 
7 Health professionals 
8 Medical Device experts 
9 Knowledge transfer consultants 
10 ICT professionals 

11 
Aerospace companies and 
associations 

12 Energy companies and associations 
13 Trade association delegates 
14 Health Cluster managers 
15 Research centers delegates 

Table 2: Satellite events target audience 
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2.4. Local events agenda 

The local events are presented in the following sub-sections.  

 2.4.1. NHT  

Date Event Title 
Town, 

COUNTRY Short description 

07/11-
2017 

Norwegian 
Pumps and 

pipes 
collaboration 

with 
Corss4Health 

Stavanger, 
Norway 

Engage regional Oil and gas driven healthcare 
ecosystem represented under Norwegian Pumps and 
pipes initiative and explore opportunities of 
collaboration with Corss4Health. Identify wider 
stakeholders network, bottlenecks which limits the 
oil and gas sector to healthcare crossover, 
understand regional healthcare priorities and how 
these can be addressed in Cross4Health project. Plan 
next steps in regional healthcare innovation.  

Q1 2018 

Cross4Health 
Innovation 

collaboration 
with Smart 

Energy 
markets  
and/or 

Aerospace and 
sub.-sea 

technologies 

Oslo and/or 
Halen 

We will target setting collaboration with innovation 
actors in sub-sea technologies, aerospace, and smart 
electricity markets. The specific focus of the event 
will be decided in collaboration with Smart 
Innovation Norway, Sub-sea valley and Nifro, and 
other relevant actors which represent the ecosystem 
in the target sectors.  

Q2 2018 Innovation 
Partnerships 

TDC 

We will engage cross-sectorial innovation actors and 
challenge owners of first open calls to foster idea 
creation, collaboration and consortiums for the first 
open call. The event will be hosted in collaboration 
with actors represented in the first two events  

Q3 – Q4 Innovation 
partnerships 

TDC 

Explore the healthcare challenges, cross-sectoral 
collaboration opportunities and establish innovation 
partnerships.  
Further details will be decided in collaboration with 
Cross4GHealth partners and regional innovation 
actors.  

 

 2.4.2. AV 

Date Event Title 
Town, 

COUNTRY 
Short description 

March 
2018  

Cross4health 1st 
open call  Meet’Up 

Toulouse 

Event (17:00-19:00) with SMEs located on the AV 
territory and interested by the cross-sectoral 
collaboration in health field: to explain the 
Cross4health 1st call, understand the challenges, 
demonstrate the platform, help to find partners and 
help the SMEs to launch the proposal preparation. 

September 
2018 

ESA-BIC/C4H 
Toulouse, 
FRANCE 

Specific event in collaboration with European Space 
Agency Business Incubator Center (ESA BIC) to 
promote entrepreneurship based on technology 
transfer from the spatial domain to other domains 
and the development of services and applications 
from space technologies. The event will as explain 
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the Cross4health 2nd call, understand the 
challenges, demonstrate the platform, help to find 
partners and help the SMEs to launch the proposal 
preparation. 

 

 2.4.3. BIOTECYL 

Date Event Title 
Town, 

COUNTRY 
Short description 

M5-6 

CROSS4HEALTH 
workshop for medical 

devices: Call for 
demos & 

Matchmaking 

Valladolid, 
SPAIN 

Co-located with an intersectorial event to explain 
2018-2020 H2020 funding to SMEs, organized by ICE 
(Institute for Corporate Competitiveness), we will 
develop a dynamized workshop with a call for 
demos and a matchmaking event (supported by 
Galactea) to drive participation for the 1st Open Call. 

M14-15 

CROSS4HEALTH 
workshop for medical 

devices: Design 
thinking & end-users 

journey mapping 

Madrid, 
SPAIN 

Co-located with an intersectorial event organized by 
ICE (Institute for Corporate Competitiveness), we 
will develop a dynamized workshop with a ‘design 
thinking’ section and a ‘end-users journey mapping’ 
to drive participation for the 1st Open Call. 

Q1-2 
2019 

TBC 
TBC, 

SPAIN 
To be defined depending on detected needs 

 

 2.4.4. EUROB 

Date Event Title 
Town, 

COUNTRY Short description 

September 
2018 

(M13) 

Cross4Health an 
opportunity for 
SMEs: “Pitching 

Guidelines” 
WORKSHOP 

Madrid, 
SPAIN 

Workshop addressed to selected startups or SMEs 
willing to apply to Cross4Heatlh Open Calls or 
participate in other Events. 

During the workshop, practical aspects of 
Cross4Health will be provided, as well as key 
guidelines on how to pitch. 

It will include a personalised consulting session 
where all participants interested will be provided 
with first-hand guidance on how to prepare their 
project for Cross4Health Open Calls or other 
Events. 

February/ 
March 

2018 

Taking the Cross-
sectoral Scope a 

Step Further with 
the Creative 

Industry 

Madrid, 
SPAIN 

This event is addressed to a selection of project 
teams and ideas who are willing to apply to 
Cross4Health Open Call and it will take place over 
the course of a day or two days, still to be defined. 
Supported by the Madrid ICT-Audiovisual Cluster, 
this event aims to widen the Cross4Health inter-
sectoral scope, by engaging the creative industries. 

MAC will contribute offering: 

1) An Innovation Map of suitable Audiovisual and 
Creative Industries to be applied to medical 
devices and attract them to participate in the 
project. 
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2) Personalised analysis to study if Audiovisual 
and Creative industries contributions can be 
suitable within the Cross4Health context. 

3) 2 roundtables to trigger ideas generated 
during the event. 

As a result, participants will be able to create 
networking and new possibilities in business 
models, marketing… 

September 
2018 

Taking the Cross-
sectoral Scope a 

Step Further 

Madrid, 
SPAIN 

Experts from the Audiovisual and Creative 
industries will be invited to work with Cross4Health 
Open Call selected SME teams in order to 
incorporate a new sector into their projects and 
ideas. A Design Thinking methodology and strategy 
will be used. 

The Event will provide SMEs with tools and support 
to facilitate ideas generation. Creative Industries 
methodologies (design thinking, focus group, etc.) 
will be used as the tools for innovation to take 
place. At the same time, participants will be able to 
create networking and new possibilities in business 
models, marketing… 
This event address Cross4Health Sub-Granted 
Projects and it will run over several days. 

September 
2019 

(M25) 

Taking the Cross-
sectoral Scope a 

Step Further 

Madrid, 
SPAIN 

Experts from the will be invited to work with 
selected SME teams in order to incorporate a new 
sector into their projects and ideas. A Design 
Thinking methodology and strategy will be used. 

The Event will provide SMEs with tools and support 
to facilitate ideas generation. Creative Industries 
methodologies (design thinking, focus group, etc.) 
will be used as the tools for innovation to take 
place. At the same time, participants will be able to 
create networking and new possibilities in business 
models, marketing. 
This event address Cross4Health Sub-Granted 
Projects and it will run over several days. 

 

2.4.5. HCN 

Date Event Title 
Town, 

COUNTRY 
Short description 

Q3 2018 

Local plug-in 
platforms for 

testing crossover 
products 

TBC 

Currently liaising with Chair of the ECHA about Co-
locating a workshop with a Digital Health Society 

summit or a national health ecosystem event 
organised by the European Connected Health 

Alliance. 
  

 2.4.6. IS 

Date Event Title Town, 
COUNTRY 

Short description 

Feb Cross4Health Lund, End-users within the healthcare, together with 
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/March 

2018 

(M6-7) 

workshop were 
SMEs and end-

users meet 

SWEDEN experts in need area meet SMEs to secure that the 
solution stays within and address the identified 
need area. An idea generation will take place and 
the SMEs will be able to interview the end-users 
and in that way, support their idea and get 
valuable information for further solution progress.  

Feb 2018 

(M6) 

C4H Breakout 
session, Nordic 

health tech 
community 

Kopenhagen, 
DENMARK 

Nordic health tech community meeting were 
start-ups meets to network and exchange 
knowledge and experience. The breakout session 
will include information about C4H and the first 
open call challenges, but also innovation support 
connected to the C4H objectives. 

Sep 2018 

(M13) 

Cross4Health 
consortium and 

SME support 

Lund, 
SWEDEN 

Solution consortiums for the first open call, and 
other SMEs participation in C4H will get a support 
on how to collaborate in the cross-sectorial 
consortium and a business consulting.  The 
different area addressed are: Idea, concept, 
development, market, product and business.  

 

 2.4.7. ZENIT 

Date Event Title Town, COUNTRY Short description 

June 
2018 

(M10) 

CROSS4HEALTH 
workshop for 

medical 
devices 

Düsseldorf, 
GERMANY 

It is planned to cooperate with the regional 
healthcare clusters in North Rhine-Westphalia to 
organize such a satellite event/workshop. 
Unfortunately, the events of the clusters for 2018 
are not yet fixed. If there is no suitable event 
where our workshop can be combined, we will 
organize one separately in cooperation with the 
clusters (not only the healthcare clusters). 

The workshop serves to raise awareness of the 
project, the hackathon and the coming Open call. 
We will try in agreement with the clusters include 
a call for demos and a matchmaking event. 

 

 

 

3. HACKATHONS 

3.1 Definition 

The goal of these events is to foster interaction between people from different backgrounds 
and different stages of the crossover interaction, to drive future partnerships for the 
development of innovative Medical Devices. 

The target audience for the Hackathons are: 

 Small and Medium enterprises (SMEs), start-ups and entrepreneurs 
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 University students (with focus on final-year students) 
 Aerospace and Energy companies (mostly SMEs) interested in applying their science to 

Medical Devices. 
 Health and science community and end-user associations (clusters, hospitals, doctors, 

nurses, researchers, patients, etc.) 

Three CROSS4HEALTH Hackathons are foreseen during the time of the project. The first 
Hackathon will take place in Q2 in Toulouse, de second one in Q3 2018 in Oslo and the third in 
M15 in Berlin. 

They are designed as two-day events, with a maximum capacity of 150 attendees. During their 
development, experts with backgrounds related to the crossover goal (cross-sector and/or 
cross border) will act as speakers for the participants, with the goal of sharing expertise with 
the attendees. Training sessions will take place, aimed at building their ideas and preparing a 
pitch to present in public. 

The participants will be in direct competition. An independent jury will select the three most 
promising project ideas and award the teams responsible for their development. 

Hackathons will be open to SMEs or entrepreneurs from any EU member and H2020 
associated countries. 

3.1.1. AV 

Date 
Event Title 

Town, 
COUNTRY 

Short description 

Q2 2018 
ActinSpace 
(4Health) 

Hackathon 

Toulouse, 
France 

The Hackathon will be co-located with the 
international event ActInSpace (Act In Space) 
organized by Aerospace Valley and will target 
healthcare challenges specified by end users 
(patients, doctors, nurses) and will innovation actors 
(SME, Students) to address these following a service 
design methodology.  

 

3.1.1. NHT 

Date 
Event Title 

Town, 
COUNTRY 

Short description 

Q3 2018 
Cross4Health 
Service Jam 

Oslo, Norway 

The Hackathon will be co-located with Oslo 
Innovation week and will target to healthcare 
challenges specified by end users (patients, doctors, 
nurses) and will innovation actors (SME, Students) to 
address these following a service design 
methodology.  

 

3.1.2. ZENIT 

Date Event Title 
Town, 

COUNTRY 
Short description 

November 
2018 

(M15) 

Hackathon 
at the 

MEDICA 
fair 

Düsseldorf, 
GERMANY 

The Hackathon during MEDICA can make the project 
visible to the MEDICA fair exhibitors (more than 
5.000) and more than 130.000 visitors. The 
Hackathon will serve to public display new ideas, 
new technologies, to learn from other highly 
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technological environment of the AEBIM industries. 
The Hackathon will also provide the essential base 
for the teams to meet and to know each other and 
to work together in creation and building of joint 
idea for the develop of new products and services. 

 
 
 

4. INNOVATION BOOTCAMPS & UNI-SME COMPETITIONS 

4.1. Definition 

The Innovation boot camps (IBC) for young innovators provide an opportunity for students to 
propose solutions to challenges that are important to local SMEs.  

The idea behind these events is that students solve challenges related to the CROSS4HEALTH 
goals, laid out by local/regional SMEs. During a two-day event, the Innovation Bootcamp, the 
SMEs will explain the challenges and the students will be introduced to a creative thinking 
process that generates original ideas for innovations. 

After the boot camp each team that wants to proceed will be supported to develop their idea 
over the following 2 weeks and then to prepare a pitch for their selected idea to local SMEs at 
an event to be hosted by one of the local organizers. These pitches will also be posted on the 
Cross4Health and host cluster websites. 

After the pitch, the University-student with SME patronage (SME-UNI Competition) starts.  

Each participating local SME will then select the student team that they want to work with in 
developing an idea into a minimum viable product i.e. a working prototype. The student team 
can choose to accept this offer to work together or not. If they do, then from this point on, 
SMEs will manage the process of translating the idea into a product with market potential – for 
health care providers or for individuals and carers (older people and/or those managing 
chronic conditions). 

Of course, a student team may choose to develop the idea up to and including prototype and 
piloting under the supervision of technology transfer offices or a relevant Professor at the local 
university.  

For those teams selected by and choosing to work in partnership with a SME, contracts will be 
issued locally to protect the IP developed by student teams, background knowledge held by 
each SME and the future IP developed in partnership. At this point each student team+SME 
partnership is entered into the UNI-SME Competition. 

As part of this process, there will be opportunities to pitch developed solutions to potential 
investors in each region/country and to get peer review feedback from other student teams 
involved in the competition.  

All team will participate in the final project event in Goteborg, at which prizes will be awarded 
to the three top student-SME teams. 
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4.1.1. INNOVATION BOOTCAMPS (BIOTECYL) 

Date Event Title Town, Country Short description 

M12-15 

Innovation 
Bootcamp 
for young 
innovators 

ES (location TBC) 

The IBC for young innovators provide an opportunity 
for students to propose solutions to challenges that 
are important to local SMEs. Students will be 
introduced to a creative thinking process that 
generates original ideas for health innovations. After 
the boot camp each team that wants to proceed will 
be supported to develop their idea over the following 
2 weeks and then to prepare a pitch for their selected 
idea to local SMEs at an event to be hosted by one of 
the local organizers. These pitches will also be posted 
on the Cross4Health and host cluster websites. 

 

4.1.2.  UNI-SME COMPETITIONS (BIOTECYL) 

Date Event Title Town, Country Short description 

M15-24 
Student-

SME 
competition 

ES (location TBC) 

The Student-SME competition will be hosted by two 
C4H partners within the Cross4Health umbrella for 
talent and technology transfer. 

In practical terms, if a SME selects a student team to 
work with after their final pitch following the IBC, 
then they are eligible to enter the UNI-SME 
competition.  This will involve the student team/SME 
partnership working together over an agreed time 
period to develop and test the idea, bringing it closer 
to market. 

We are exploring the possibility that the top prize at 
the regional events will be an ‘on the table’ offer 
from a leading local hospital to collaborate with the 
prize winner to test their product. 

 
 

5. CLOSING EVENT 

To elicit closure for the CROSS4HEALTH project, a closing event will be delivered in M30. This 
event will offer a showcase of the project results.  

5.1. Definition 

The consortium will publicly share the success stories and the most significant projects. We will 
present future perspectives and how the actions will be sustained, based on the observations 
of participating sectors throughout the duration of the project. 

EC, public authorities, VC representatives, large enterprises and private investors will be 
among the attendees. Since the Open Innovation Space is the platform for all engaged 
stakeholders to Cross4Health, selected personalities from it will be invited to the event. In this 
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way, the consortium gets to involve them first-hand, profiling relevant opportunities arising 
from the project. 

The event will culminate with a ceremony in which we will name the SME considered as ‘best 
performing’ among all awarded teams throughout the project. This SME will be to top ranked 
by an independent jury, which will have previously assessed all candidates and ranked them 
based on several criteria and merits, specially from impact, continuity and technical aspects. 

5.1.1. IS 

Date Event Title Town, Country Short description 

M30 
Final C4H 

event (TBC) TBC, SWEDEN 

In the final event, all the C4H participants; SMEs and 
consortiums – the projects will gather together with 
the C4H partners. (More information to come) 
 
Also, at the closing C4H event, the 3 top Student-SME 
teams from each of the 2 regions, will pitch their 
products to a jury. Three prizes of 10k€, 7.5k€ and 
5k€ will be awarded to the best products (at pilot or 
prototype stage). These prizes will be awarded to the 
SMEs who lead the award-winning Student-SME 
teams. 

 

 

 


